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A SUBTITLING ANALYSIS OF IMPERATIVE SENTENCE FOUND IN NEED FOR 

SPEED BY PEIN AKATSUKI 

 

Abstract 

 

This research focuses on the subtitling analysis of imperative sentence in Need for Speed 

movie by Pein Akatsuki using Quirck’s theory about sentence and Baker’s theory about 

equivalence. The objective of this research are (1) to identify the type of imperative sentence 

found in Need for Speed movie and (2) to describe the equivalence of imperative sentence 

found in Need for Speed movie. The type of this research is descriptive qualitative. The 

object of this research is Need for Speed movie script. The researcher uses documentation 

technique to collect the data. The researcher uses triangulation to prove the validity of this 

research where the data sources are from movie and informant. The researcher obtain 209 

data of imperative sentence in Need for Speed movie script. There are imperative sentence 

with subject 20,57%, imperative sentence without subject 66,03%, imperative sentence with 

let 7,66%, and negative imperative sentence 5,74%. The most frequent imperative sentence 

used in this movie is imperative sentence without subject (based on verb). The equivalence of 

imperative sentence occurs in all 1374 data or 100% of data and none of them belongs to non 

equivalence subtitling. 

Keywords: subtitling, Need for Speed, imperative sentence, equivalence 

 

Abstrak 

 

Penelitian ini difokuskan pada analisa penerjemahan kalimat perintah pada film Need for 

Speed oleh Pein Akatsuki. Teori dari Quirck tentang kalimat dan teori dari Baker tentang 

kesamaan penerjemahan digunakan pada penelitian ini. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah (1) 

mengidentifikasi tipe kalimat perintah yang ditemukan pada film Need for Speed dan (2) 

menggambarkan kesamaan penerjemahan kalimat perintah yang ditemukan pada film Need 

for Speed. Jenis penelitian ini adalah kualitatif deskriptif. Objek dari penelitian ini adalah 

naskah film Need for Speed. Teknik dokumentasi digunakan oleh peneliti untuk 

membuktikan kebenaran dari penelitian bahwa sumber data berasal dari film dan informan. 

Peneliti menemukan 209 data kalimat perintah pada naskah film Need for Speed. Antara lain 

kalimat perintah dengan subjek 20,57%, kalimat perintah tanpa subjek 66,03%, kalimat 

perintah menggunakan let 7,66%, dan kalimat perintah negatif 5,74%. Kalimat perintah tanpa 

subjek yang paling banyak digunakan pada film ini (berdasar kata kerja). Kesamaan 

penerjemahan kalimat imperatif muncul 1374 data atau 100% dan tidak satupun data 

termasuk dalam terjemahan yang tidak sama. 

Kata kunci: penerjemahan, Need for Speed, kalimat perintah, kesamaan 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Subtitling is a process translating or transferring information from source 

language to target language through audiovisual media.  Subtitles  are the written 

versions of the conversation or dialog which occur in the movie. This subtitles are 

usually written at the bottom of the screen. Hassanpour (2011) states that subtitling is the 

written translation of the spoken language (source language) of a television program or 

film into the language of the viewing audience (target language); the translated text 
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usually appears in two lines at the foot of the screen simultaneously with the dialogue or 

narration in the source language.  

The purpose of subtitle is to help the viewer understand about conversation 

occured in the movie. Because the translation of subtitle sometimes different from the 

original dialog. Subtitle is not only useful for those who do not understand the spoken 

language but also those who get hard to hear and having trouble of hearing; or deaf. 

Sentences are generally classified into two ways, by number of formal 

predications and by types. The sentences classified by the number of formal predications 

are; simple sentence, compound sentence, complex sentence, and compound-complex 

sentence, whereas sentences classified by the types are; declarative sentence, 

interrogative sentence, exclamatory sentence, and imperative sentence. Here, the writer 

analyzes the sentence classified by the types. Subtitling that derived from the 

conversation occured in the movie consists of many kind of sentence types, such as 

declarative sentence, interrogative sentence, imperrative sentence, and so forth.  

Imperative sentence is a sentence that gives a command, direction, or request. 

Sometimes, the imperative sentence ends in exclamation mark.  

For example:  

1. Source language: “9:30 tomorrow. Don’t be late!”  

Target language: “pukul 9:30 besok. Jangan terlambat!” 

The imperative sentence above belongs to negative imperative sentence because 

there is a prohibition/negative marker enclosed within that sentence. In “don’t be 

late!” sentence there is a word don’t. The sentence is to ask someone not to be late. 

The sample is equivalent subtitle because the translation above is translated 

completely and has same meaning is the target language sentence in source language. 

2. Source language: “Let’s go!”  

Target language: “Ayo!”  

The translation of imperative sentence above belongs to the formula of Let’s (let + 

us). The sentence “Let’s go!” is invited to other to follow the speaker.  It indicates that 

the type of imperative sentence above is imperative sentence with let. The sample is 

equivalent subtitle. 

3. Source languge:“Be quiet!” 

Target language: “diam!” 

The sentence “be quiet!” is imperative sentence because the sentence has 

exclamation mark in the end of sentence, and this sentence is used to give command 

to someone or people. The sentence above belongs to without subject imperative 
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sentence because the subject (you) does not appear in sentence above, so it belongs to 

imperative sentence without subject. The sample is equivalence subtitle. 

4. Source Language: You be careful! 

Target Language: Berhati – hatilah! 

“You be careful!” is imperative sentence because this sentence ends with  

exclamation mark. Imperative sentence above belongs to imperative sentence with 

subject. The word “You” as a subject and “be carefull” is a request to someone, 

whereas the target language the word “You” is deleted in the translation but the 

meaning is still equal. The word “Berhati-hatilah” means asking to someone to be 

careful. This sentence is to request someone to be careful, and the end of sentence 

contain pitch stop. So this sentence is imperative sentence. The context of the dialog 

on the movie Anita as a Pete’s sister asked to her younger brother to be careful. The 

translation of imperative sentence above belongs to with subject imperative sentence. 

the word “You” is not translated into Indonesian but the meaning in the two language 

still equal. The sample is equivalent subtitle. 

The objective of this research is (1) to identify the type of imperative sentence 

found in Need for Speed movie, and (2) to describe the equivalent of imperative 

sentence found in Need for Speed movie. 

The following is some previous studies conducted on the areal of subtitling 

imperative sentence. Hardika (UMS, 2014) in his research An Analysis of Imperative 

Sentences of Iron Man 3 Movie and Their Subtitling. The researcher found that 2 

types of imperative sentence from 195 data, for example positive imperative sentence 

and negative imperative sentence. The researcher found 84.62% or 165 data 

belonging to positive imperative sentence and 15,38% or 30 data belonging to 

negative imperative sentence. 

The difference between this research with previous study is this research uses 

Quirck’s theory of imperative sentence whereas the previous study uses the theory of 

translation by Hall and Catford. In addition, from Hardika’s finding is difference, this 

research has 4 types of imperative sentence, namely: (1) imperative sentence with 

subject, (2) imperative without subject, (3) imperative with let, and (4) negative 

imperative sentence. While the previous study only has 2 type of imperative sentence, 

there are (1) positive imperative sentence and (2) negative imperative sentence.  
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According to Gottlieb  (in Baker,  2001:  247)  classifies the different  forms  

of subtitling from a linguistic viewpoint: 

1) Intralingual  subtitling is  a  subtitle in the  original  language  that includes 

subtitling of domestic programmes for the Deaf and hard of hearing and 

subtitling of foreign language programmes for language learners. Intraligual 

subtitling involves taking speech down in writing, changing mode but not for 

language. 

2) Interlingual subtitling is a subtitle in another language. In interlingual 

subtitling, the subtitler crosses over from speech in one language to writing  in  

another  so  it  changes  mode  and  language. Whereas technically speaking 

subtitles can be either open (not optional, i.e. shown with the film) and closed 

(optional, i.e. shown via teletext). 

Meanwhile, Kuhiwczak  and  Littau  (2007: 129) propose  the  other categories 

of subtitling. They can be seen as follows. 

1) Closed subtitle mostly used in DVDs with interlingual subtitling in many 

languages. It makes easier for the watchers, because they can choose which 

language that they want to use or even when they do not want to show the 

subtitles. Kuhiwczak and  Littau explain that nowadays people tend to like 

using closed subtitle. 

2) Open subtitle is the opposite of closed subtitle. The subtitle cannot be removed 

from the video or the screen. It usually used at the cinema or on television. The 

open subtitle costs cheaper than dubbing, so many people prefer to use it. 

Sentence is a group of words which contains subject and predicate. According 

to Martin (1984: 2) “all words that tell whom or what a sentence is talking about are 

called subject, and all the words that tell what the subject does are called the 

predicate.” The pattern of the English sentence mybe symbolized as S+V+O. S for 

subject or noun or noun phrase, V for verb or verb phrase, and O for object or noun. 

Wishon and Burks (1980: 88) state the summary of the sentence pattern as 

follows: 

Noun + verb (+ adverbial): Birds must sing for pleasure. 

Noun + verb + noun: Edison invented the electric light. 

Noun + verb + noun + noun: Diversity gives a society vitality. 

Noun + verb + noun + noun/adj: Uniformity makes life monotonous. 
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Noun + lingk.verb + noun/adj: Lincoln became a good speaker. 

Noun + ling.verb + adverbial: the dog was at the gate. 

Based on Wishon and Burks summary above the English sentence pattern also 

can be written as follow: 

a. S + P   : My sister is crying. 

b. S +P + O   : Dina writes an article. 

c. S + P + C   : Kevin is dilligent. 

d. S + P +O +O  : Father gaves me some money. 

e. S + P +O +C  : I found your remark outrageous. 

According to Quirck (1985: 200) in his book a University of Grammar of 

English, the types of imperative sentences include: Imperative sentence without 

subject (based form of verb),  Imperative sentence with subject (you + imperative), 

Imperative sentence with let (let + person pronoun), and Negative imperative sentence 

(don’t + verb). 

In the process of translating the foreign language, equivalence may appear in 

different level, such as in the words level or the grammatical level. Baker (1992: 5) 

defines five kinds of equivalence, the equivalence that can be appear at word level 

and above word level, when translating from one language into another. Grammatical 

equivalence, when referring to the diservity of grammatical categories across 

language. Textual equivalence, when referring to the  equivalence between a SL text 

and a TL text in terms of information and cohesion. Pragmatic equivalence, when 

referring to imprimaturs and strategies of avoidance during the translation process. 

1) Equivalence at Word Level 

The meaning of equivalence at word level is the first element to be taken 

into consideration by translation. This content more focuses with the single words 

before moving on to more complex linguistic units. The cause of the occurence of 

non equivalence at the word are culture concepts, the source language concept is 

not lexicalized in the target language, the source language word is semantically 

complex, the source and target language make different distinctions in meaning, 

the target language lack specific term, difference in physical or interpersonal 

perspective, difference in expressive meaning, difference in frequency and 

purpose of using specific forms, the use of loan words in the source text, (Baker, 

1992: 21-25). The translator can minimize the difficulties by translating more 
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general, natural using loan word, omission, illustration and paraphrasing using 

translated or untranslated words. 

2) Equivalence above Word Level 

Equivalence can be occured in collocation. The idiom has been a 

recognized correctly; the next step is to divide how to translate it into the target 

language. “The strategies of making equivalence of idiom are: translating by 

omission, using an idiom of similar meaning form, or by paraphrasing.” (Baker, 

1992: 71-77). 

3) Grammatical Equivalence 

It is related to the diversity of grammatical categories across language (i.e: 

number, person, voice, tense and aspect). Differences in grammatical structure of 

SL and TL often result some changes in the information content of the message 

during the process of translation. This change may take the form of adding the TT 

information which is not expressed in the ST. This happened when the TL has a 

grammatical category which the SL lacks (Baker, 1992: 86). 

4) Textual Equivalence 

Baker (1992: 5) states about textual equivalence “it deals  with the role 

played by word in structuring message at text level and cohesion: grammatical 

and lexical relationship which provides links between various parts of a text.” 

5) Pragmatic Equivalence 

It looks at how texts are used in communicative situations that involve 

variables such as writers, readers, and culture context. This is referring the 

coherence, implicature, and the translation strategies. “Coherence here means is a 

network of relations which organize and create a text” (Baker, 1992: 218). Baker 

(1992: 223) also states about implicature, “it is the question of how  it is that we 

come to understand maore than is actually said.” 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

This research focuses on the subtitling analysis of imperative sentence found in 

Need for Speed movie by Pein Akatsuki using Quirck’s theory about sentence and 

Baker’s theory about subtitling equivalence. This type of this research is descriptive 

qualitative. The object of this research is Need for Speed movie script. The researcher 

uses documentation technique to collect the data. The researcher uses triangulation to 
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prove the validity of the research where the data sources from movie. In analyzing data 

had been collected, the reseacher applies some procedures such as watching the movie, 

reading Need for Speed script by comparing the English script and Indonesian script, 

classifying the imperative sentence by the type, analyzing the subtitling equivalence of 

imperative sentence, drawing conclusion about type of imperative sentence and theirs 

equivalence found in Need for Speed movie.  

 

3. RESEARCH FINDING 

0001/NFS/TL, ISWS, ISWTS, ISWL, and NIS which means:  

0001: Number of data       

NFS: Need for Speed       

TL : Target Language 

ISWS  : Imperative Sentence With Subject 

ISWTS  : Imperative Sentence Without Subject 

ISWL  : Imperative Sentence With Let 

NIS  : Negative Imperative Sentence 

From the data analysis, the researcher gets 209 data of imperative sentence, it can 

be explain bellow: 

a. The Type of Imperative Sentence 

According the Quirck’s theory there are 4 type of imperative sentence, there are: 

1) Imperative Sentence With Subject 

In Need for Speed movie script, the researcher finds 20,57% or 43 data 

belongs to imperative sentence with subject. The analysis conveyed below: 

ISWSen9 (S+V+adv) into ISWSid5 (S+V) 

The type of imperative above is imperative sentence with subject in English 

type 9 translated into imperative with subject in Indonesian type 5. The analysis of 

the data below: 

0078/NFS/TL 

Source Language: Pete, proceed, please! 

Target Language: Pete, Lanjutkanlah! 

The sentence “Pete, proceed please” is called imperative sentence because 

the writer show that “Pete” is doing something asked by someone. This sentence is 

imperative sentence because in this sentence only the predicate is expressed 

indicates imperative sentence. Based on the construction of sentence above “Pete, 
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proceed please” which belongs to imperative sentence with subject “Pete” as a 

subject. The target language sentence “Pete, Lanjutkanlah” belongs to imperative 

sentence because the word “Pete” as a target and “lanjutkanlah” is a asking to pete to 

do something. In this sentence the end of this sentence has an exclamation mark, it 

indicates imperative sentence. In this condition Beny requested to Pete to proceed 

that car because the race was ready to start. 

2) Imperative Sentence Without Subject 

The researcher finds 66,03% or 138 data that belongs to imperative sentence 

without subject in Need for Speed movie script. The analysis below: 

ISWTSen2 (V+adv+O) into ISWTSid5 (V+O) 

Type of imperative sentence above is imperative sentence without subject in 

English type 2 translated into imperative sentence without subject in Indonesian 

form type 5. The analysis below:  

0074/NFS/TL 

Source Language: Never mind that! 

Target Language: Lupakan itu. 

The sentence “Never mind that!” is imperative sentence because this 

sentence gives suggestion or request to someone to forget about something. And the 

end of sentence has exclamation mark, it indicates to imperative sentence. The 

sentence above belongs to imperative sentence without subject because there is no 

word “you” is a subject in the sentence. Whereas the target language “Lupakan itu”, 

this sentence is a suggestion to someone. In this situation Pete suggested to Tobey to 

never mind about Monarch. 

3) Imperative Sentence With Let 

In the Need for Speed movie script, the researcher finds 7,66% or 16 data 

belongs to impeative sentence with let. The analysis conveyed below: 

ISWLen2 (V+V) into ISWLid5 (V+O+adv) 

The type imperative sentence with let above is imperative with let in English 

form type 2 translated into imperative sentence with let in Indonesian form type 5. 

The analysis below:  

0400/NFS/TL 

Source Language (SL) : let's race! 

Target Language (TL) : Ayo kita balapan! 

The sentence “Let’s race!” is imperative sentence because the sentence is 

asking to other and the end of sentence has an exclamation mark. The imperative 
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sentence above uses word let + us then followed by Verb 1. It belongs to imperative 

sentence with let. While the target language “Ayo kita balapan!” is imperative 

sentence because the sentence is to order to other. In this condition Dino invited 

Tobey and Pete to race.  

4) Negative Imperative Sentence 

The researcher finds 5,74% or 12 data belongs to negative imperative 

sentence in Need for Speed movie script. The analysis conveyed below: 

NISen6 (Don’t+V+dO,iO) into NISid5 (Don’t+V+O) 

The type negative imperative sentence above is negative imperative in 

English form type 6 translated into negative imperative sentence in Indonesian form 

type 5. The analysis below:  

0711/NFS/TL 

Source Language (SL) : Don't touch me, man!  

Target Language (TL) : Jangan sentuh aku ! 

The sentence “don’t touch me, man!” is imperative sentence because the 

sentence give command or asking to someone, and the end of sentence has an 

exclamation mark. It indicates imperative sentence. The imperative sentence 

above belongs to negative imperative sentence because uses the word don’t. It 

means to interdict people or someone approptiate said by the speaker. While the 

target language “jangan sentuh aku!” is imperative sentence because it gives 

interdict command, and the end of sentence has an exclamation mark. In this 

situation Finn running close to Beast to get him and Beast interdict to Finn to does 

not touch him. Is it the variant NISen6 from Source Language and translated into 

the type NISid5 the Target Language. Though the form changed, but the meaning 

doesn’t change at all. 

b. Equivalent of Subtitling 

The equivalence of subtitling is divided into 2 types, they are equivalent 

subtitling and non equivalent subtitling. 

1) Equivalent Subtitling 

The data can be called equivalent if it brings the real meaning from the 

source language to the target language. The percentages of the data which is 

equivalent is 100%, there are 1374 data belonging to equivalent subtitling. The 

example of data that are equivalent are follows: 

0018/NFS1/TL 
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Source Language: make it three! 

Target Language: Buat jadi tiga! 

The data above shows if the target language is translated completly. There 

is no deletion or addition in the target language. The subtitling of imperative 

sentence above no lost information from source language. The target language is 

translated word to word. It can be seen that by the sentence in the SL to TL is 

appropriate or has same meaning. 

According to the description above, this sentence can be classified as equivalence 

subtitle. 

0002/NFS/TL 

Source Language: you need bigger wings, son. 

Target Language: Kau perlu sayap yang lebih besar, nak. 

The data above belongs to equivalence subtitling because the target 

language is translated correctly. There is no deletion or addition on the translation 

in source language into target language. Though the sentence form changed but it 

brings the real meaning from source language. 

Based on the explanation above this subtitling is equivalence subtitle with 

the source language. 

0032/NFS/TL 

Source Language: Come on, Monarch! 

Target Language: Ayolah, Monarch ?! 

The data above belongs to equivalence subtitling because the target 

language is translated correctly. Though the sentence form changed but it brings 

the real meaning from source language. It is shown between Come on, Monarch! 

and Ayolah, Monarch! Have same meaning.  

Based on the analysis above this subtitling has been equivalence with the 

Source Language. 

2) Non Equivalent Subtitling 

Non equivalent is occured when the meaning  of the data in the target 

language is not appropriate with the source language. In this research, there is 0% 

or none of the data belongs to non equivalent subtitling. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the result of the data analysis, the researcher can draw the 

conclusion as follows: 
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a. The researcher obtains 209 data of imperative sentence in Need for Speed 

movie script. The type of imperative sentence which is used in the script 

movie are imperative sentence with subject, imperative sentence without 

subject, imperative sentence with let, and negative imperative sentence. Based 

on the analysis this researcher finds imperative sentence with subject 20,57% 

or 43 data, imperative sentence without subject 66,03% or 138 data, 

imperative sentence with let 7,66% or 16 data, and negative imperative 

sentence 5,74% or 12 data. The most imperative sentence used in this movie is 

imperative sentence without subject (based on verb). 

b. The researcher obtains 1374 data of subtitling equivalence in Need for Speed 

movie script. The equivalence is coveraged by equivalence subtitle or the 

target language is appropriate with the source language. From the 1374 data, 

there are 1374 data or 100% equivalence subtitle, and none or 0% data non-

equvalence subtitles. From the proceed percentages, it can be concluded this 

movie Need for Speed subtitling is equivalence between source language with 

the target language. 
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